VILLA V

VI R T U OSO M E TA MOR PH OS I S COM B I N E S
PU R I SM & SE N SUAL M ATE R IAL S

Just imagine: you‘ve been on holiday and come back to find a perfect new home. Sounds unbelievable? STEININGER made this dream come true for the owners of Villa V. The specialists for exclusive interiors transformed the entire interior in record time. The result was a tailor-made luxury
interior that exceeded expectations.
The multi-storey detached house is located in a quiet Vienna suburb. The villa with its echoes of
Bauhaus style nestles gently on the plot‘s slope. Ribbon and panoramic windows along the sides
pierce through the cuboid structure and provide an unobstructed view of nature. On the side
facing the street, the striking white building cuboid protrudes way over the ground floor and garden, seemingly floating above the ground.
This is architecture à la Martin Steininger! The chief designer rose to the challenge of redesigning
the entire interior – despite the tight schedule. The rebuild would ultimately involve a complex,
full-blown makeover with massive changes to the building. To ensure everything was completed
on time in a couple of weeks, the team of experts had to pull off creative, planning and logistical
feats.

COHERENT CONCEPT GENERATES IMPRESSIVE INTERIOR FEEL
Understated colours, high-quality materials and luxurious finishes characterise the new ambience.
Recurring patterns of colours and shapes create structure and harmony: the surfaces on the furniture and fittings are finished in brown varnish and black brushed hemlock. Walls, marble flooring
and staircases, along with the sofa landscape in shades of white set the scene.
Gently falling curtains along the ribbon windows and a handwoven rug in the living area add a
sensual touch to the purism. This meticulously crafted setting impresses in the villa‘s spacious interior. The lighting mood varies depending on time of day. One-of-a-kind items and accessories
made by Steininger and a selection of well-known brands round off the overall picture.

EVERYTHING ALSO MATCHES PERFECTLY IN THE KITCHEN
Opposite the living area, lies the similarly open kitchen with adjacent dining area. The marble
staircase forms a partition. Eye-catching features include the SLIM cooking island, a tailor-made
one-off piece made of black anodised aluminium and natural stone. The addition of unexpected
highlights with a striking material mix is another hallmark of Steininger design. A special technique
allows aluminium to be folded around corners, making each kitchen block appear to be cast from
a single section. And since the customers love their large terrace, the ROCK.AIR modular outdoor
kitchen made of hard-wearing steel caters for a wide range of culinary treats in the open air. The
compatible burner makes for a campfire atmosphere – even on chilly days.

ABO U T S TE I N I NGE R
STEININGER stands for purist, exquisite architecture, interiors and kitchens design. Mastermind
Martin Steininger heads the headquarter in St. Martin (Upper Austria), with further locations in
Linz, Vienna, Hamburg and London. At STEININGERS BESPOKE designs and architectural settings
are in demand internationally: they inspire with striking, clear lines, timelessness and sophisticated details.
Martin Steininger is an esthete and a minimalist. Exceptional design is a decisive added value
for him, as things has to work. He subordinates all designs to this creed. It defines space, shape
and use accordingly. Urban concrete and rare metal alloys complete the range of materials. A
new type of spatial, sensory and tactile experience arises.
BESPOKE DESIGN - THE STEININGER COLLECTION
STEININGER designs are a statement of sustainable luxury, style and comfort. This claim continues in the unique kitchen and furniture. Every design from the STEININGER Collection is made to
measure. State-of-the-art CAD programs and cutting edge manufacturing technologies in the
Austria production, ensure the highest quality. The artisan take care the fine details at the end.
STEININGER is a manufacturer and feels committed to the craft.
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